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OUR ORGANIZATION
United Architects of the Philippines

UAP’s CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Bayanihang Arkitektura

NATURAL AND MAN-MADE DISASTERS
Marawi City – Before and After the Siege
Effects of the Siege

CSR PROJECT HIGHLIGHT
Rehabilitation of
BITO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Marawi City
Two-Classroom Building
Playground

Looking Ahead

UAP Chapter’s CSR Projects

Proposed Project Booklat
United Architects of the Philippines’ (UAP) Corporate Social Responsibility initiative is tagged as "BAYANIHANG ARKITEKTURA"
“Creating shared value for society, the environment, and our organization defines the corporate social responsibility of the UAP.”

Architecture should serve the community in a socially responsible and sustainable manner. In order to achieve this, the architecture profession lead change through understanding of human, environmental, societal and cultural challenges and the consequences of professional activity.

At the United Architects of the Philippines, we do recognize that our social, economic and environmental responsibilities are integral to our experience. We take our Corporate Social Responsibilities seriously and the objective of this presentation is to provide a guide for all stakeholders on the values which underpin the conduct of our organization and our relationships with our stakeholders, allied professional in which we draw strength.
pacific ring of fire
The graph represents the sustained winds in kilometers per hour and earthquake magnitude for various natural disasters in the Philippines. The disasters listed include: Ondoy, Pepeng, Juan, Sendong, Pablo, Yolanda, Glenda, Lando, Lawin, Jolina, Ompong, Koppu, Haiyan, Rammasun, Koppy, Haima, Pakhar, and Mangkhut.
An estimated 46,000 jobs were lost or disrupted due to the conflict and more than 6,600 homes were destroyed by fire. The total damage is estimated at US$73.2 million, according to the government.

The Zamboanga City crisis or Zamboanga Siege was an armed conflict in Zamboanga City, Philippines last September 2013.
The **BATTLE OF MARAWI**, also known as the **SIEGE OF MARAWI**, was an armed conflict in Marawi, Lanao del Sur, that started on 23 May 2017, between Philippine government security forces and militants affiliated with the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). The battle also became the longest urban battle in the modern history of the Philippines.
Marawi city - capital of Lanao del Sur

...BEFORE the battle
Marawi City
...conflict that lasted for five months (year 2017)
Marawi City

United Architects of the Philippines
AFTER the battle...

Left nothing but: DESTRUCTION (ghost town city)
marawi city
AFTER the battle...

Left nothing but: **DEATH**
(uniformed and civilians)
DISPLACED PEOPLE AND FAMILIES
After the battle, how are the locals, especially the children, going to cope up with this Traumatic Experience?
...from temporary shelter to learning activities to temporary school
Welcome to the Islamic City of Marawi
29 schools were damaged due to Marawi siege and numbers of families were displaced in nearby areas.

One of the schools situated within Marawi City, right after the ground zero is Bito Elementary School.

This school complex has a lot of potential to accommodate students that suffered from the 29 damaged schools.

Though it was dilapidated not because of war, but once rehabilitated could be of great help for the students.
Dilapidated school building

Lack of electrical source

Damaged roofing

Slope of drain directly on rooms
Bito Elementary School, Marawi City

Existing Site Condition
Bito Elementary School, Marawi City

Proposed Site Development
BITO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Construction of Two-Classroom Building
Two-Classroom Building

Turn-over ceremony
Children cannot wait to play even if play equipments were not yet installed.

Through this simple way, it will help the children to cope up from the traumatic war they had experienced at the early stage of their lives.
The Two-Classroom Building was designed and implemented through the efforts of United Architects of the Philippines, involved Chapters, Bayanihang Arkitektura and its corporate media and professional partners in doing CSR projects.

And the Playground, through the coordination of Philippine Association of Landscape Architects, was enhanced by engaging play equipments from “Playpoint.”
proposed discussion shed, flag pole, clinic & rehabilitation of the whole school complex
proposed stage, principals office, faculty room library, prayer room, canteen & toilet facilities

playground
There are 3 more buildings of the school complex to be rehabilitated. The planning and construction of toilet facilities and other utilities are set to be finished mid of year 2020.

The Electrical Engineers, Sanitary Engineers, even nurses, librarians and psychologists through the Philippine Professional Regulation Commission are all willing to voluntarily help in the holistic rehabilitation of Bito Elementary School Complex.

Looking Ahead

Before the Marawi siege, there were 240 students, but after the war and at present it grew up to 470 students enrolled in Bito Elementary School. Therefore, the rehabilitation of the school is really needed and would be of great help.
Two Classrooms, Playground
BITO ELEMENTARY
MARAWI CITY, PHILIPPINES

Partners:

- United Architects of the Philippines
- ABS CBN Lingkod Kapamilya Operation Sagip
- Pala
Classrooms, Playground and Rehabilitation of BITO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COMPLEX
PHILIPPINES
UNITED ARCHITECTS OF THE PHILIPPINES

With Four (4) Regional Areas

170 chapters (local and international)

All areas and chapters implementing various CSR Projects
CSR Projects by UAP Chapters

appreciating UAP Chapters’ service and volunteerism in doing socio-civic programs and activities all over the country
**Project Booklat Balele**

A Joint-CSR project to provide a learning facility to Balele Elementary School

---

**A library of experience.**

Project Booklat envisions the library as a space of discovery, with creative spaces promoting exploration and varied ways of learning.

We have designed the facility for mobility and evolving needs, inclusive and a safe place. It hopes to instill resourcefulness and responsibility into the community.

---

**How can the Filipino library be better?**
Proposed CSR Project

Project

Strategies

What does an inclusive and community-empowered library look like?

Roles & Responsibilities

Roles & Responsibilities

- Participatory
- Best Practices
- Tell the Story

Project

Booklat Balele

D FLOOR

Legend

1. Foyer / Shop Racks / Community Wall
2. Libranian Peninsula
3. Reading Area / AV Area
4. Reading Area (free space)
5. Reading Buddies Wall
6. Collections
7. Pantry
8. Ticket
9. Storage

BAELE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
- Preliminary and Final Safe Design
- Provide interior design for design consultation and marketing
- Provide assistance with input for feedback generation process and
  review of feedback for evaluation
- Assist in design consultation for safe construction
- Assist in consulting and management

JTV -グエン
- Advocates and Secretariat
- Promote through traditional and digital media
- Organizes events
- Provide for its website

What does an inclusive and community-empowered library look like?

What does an inclusive and community-empowered library look like?

Project

Roles & Responsibilities

- Participatory
- Best Practices
- Tell the Story